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Guard Of Drakkaris 2
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a new experience
and ability by spending more cash. still when? get you admit that
you require to get those all needs taking into account having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in
the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand
even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, as
soon as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own epoch to do its stuff reviewing habit. in
the middle of guides you could enjoy now is Cadmium Dragon
Dragon Guard Of Drakkaris 2 below.

All About the Bear - Bianca
D'Arc 2015-10-27
Welcome to Grizzly Cove,
where the sheriff has more
than the peace to protect. The
proprietor of the new bakery in
town is clueless about the dual
nature of her nearest
neighbors, but not for long. It’ll
be up to Sheriff Brody to clue
her in and convince her to stay
calm—and in his bed—for the
next fifty years or so. Yeah,
that might be enough. Then
again, maybe he’ll keep her
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

forever.
My Wild Irish Dragon - Ashlyn
Chase 2016-09-06
"Pure pleasure. It's like
spending time with your
favorite friends."—Night Owl
Reviews, TOP PICK, for How to
Date a Dragon ONE JOB
OPENING TWO SHIFTERS
APPLY... SPARKS FLY Dragon
shifter Chloe Arish is hell-bent
on becoming a Boston
firefighter. She uses her Irish
charm and fake documents to
score an interview, knowing
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she has to work every bit as
hard as a man—harder if she
wants their respect. Born into a
legendary Boston firefighting
family, phoenix shifter Ryan
Fierro can't possibly let
someone best him on the
training course or the job. He'd
never hear the end of it. When
a feisty new recruit comes
along who's determined to do
just that, Ryan plots to kick her
out—until their sizzling
chemistry turns explosive...
Boston Dragons Series: I
Dream of Dragons (Book 1) My
Wild Irish Dragon (Book 2)
Never Dare a Dragon (Book 3,
coming August 2017) Praise for
Ashlyn Chase's Flirting with
Fangs series: "Zany characters,
sarcasm, sizzling sensuality,
humor...dragons, passion,
romance and true love abound
in this delightfully entertaining
story."—Romance Junkies
"Merges the paranormal and
real world seamlessly... Truly
entertaining."—Long and Short
Reviews "Hot sex scenes and a
breezy tone with a nice,
happily-ever-after."—Booklist
Never Dare a Dragon - Ashlyn
Chase 2017-08-01
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

One New York Dragon + One
Boston Phoenix = Scorching
heat Jayce Fierro is part of a
legendary Boston firefighting
family of phoenix shifters.
Hiding his true form makes
being in a relationship rather
difficult. Meeting the beautiful
Lieutenant Kristine Scott of the
New York City Fire Department
and knowing he can't have her
only makes things worse.
Dragon shifter Kristine can't
stop thinking about fun, flirty
Jayce and his teasing smile. A
relationship could never worknot with the distance between
them, and definitely not with
her shifter secret. But when
Kristine lands herself in a blaze
of trouble and secrets are
revealed, Jayce will do
whatever it takes to helpwhether or not the feisty,
stubborn New Yorker wants
him to. Boston Dragons Series:
I Dream of Dragons (Book 1)
My Wild Irish Dragon (Book 2)
Never Dare a Dragon (Book 3)
Dragon Guard - Charlene
Hartnady 2019-03-12
A dragon shifter series set in
the same world as The Bride
Hunt booksWhen Mountain
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catches the human he's been
tracking, his excitement turns
instantly to shock. She's not
who he thought she would be.
Not even close. She's not even
one of the females taking part
in the hunt. This female is
something else entirely.He
needs to get her back to his lair
for questioning. His people will
be interested in all she has to
say. At least, that would be the
logical, responsible thing to do.
Only, he's not feeling
particularly logical at the
moment. Not when looking into
her blue eyes, or taking in her
curvy body. Nope! Screw being
responsible! He's going to try
and win her. The only problem
is, this particular female isn't
looking for a mate. His
superiors won't be happy with
his choice either, but he's
going for it anyway.This book
ends on a mini-cliffhanger!
Contains hot alpha males and
therefore strong sexual
themes/language
Pinkalicious: Dragon to the
Rescue - Victoria Kann
2019-09-03
Readers can watch Pinkalicious
and Peterrific on the funtastic
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

PBS Kids TV series Pinkalicious
& Peterrific! Pinkalicious and
her friends have s’more fun in
this new Pinkalicious I Can
Read adventure brought to
young readers by #1 New York
Times bestselling author
Victoria Kann. When
Pinkalicious and her friends
want to roast marshmallows at
a backyard camping party, it’s
too windy to keep the campfire
lit! Luckily, Pinkalicious has a
friend who can help. It’s Gertie
the dragon to the rescue!
Pinkalicious: Dragon to the
Rescue is a Level One I Can
Read, which means it’s perfect
for children learning to sound
out words and sentences.
Immortal Matchmakers, Inc. Mimi Jean Pamfiloff 2015-08-20
From New York Times
Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff
Immortal Matchmakers, Inc.
(Because dysfunctional
immortals need love, too.)
SEVEN DAYS TO GO FROM
LETHAL IMMORTAL
ASSASSIN TO PRINCE
CHARMING. DOES HE STAND
A CHANCE? Demigod Andrus
Gray may look like every
woman’s dream, but when it
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comes to charm, he sees no
point in pretending: He has
none and makes no apologies
for it. Behaving nicely hasn’t
made him the deadly assassin
he is today. But is that really
the reason he’s still single? The
Goddess Cimil—owner of
Immortal Matchmakers,
Inc.—thinks yes. So when she
foresees a mate in Andrus’s
near future, she’s determined
to make the match happen.
That means hiring aspiring
actress Sadie Townsend to help
the barbarian “act” a little
more civilized. But are seven
days really enough? And why
does he suddenly have the urge
to throw away an eternity of
love for just one night with
Sadie?
Bad for the Boss - Talia Hibbert
2020-03-09
He's rich, ruthless, and used to
getting what he wants. She's
sweet, hard-working, and way
too smart to share the boss's
bed. Until a threat from her
past forces them together...
I Dream of Dragons - Ashlyn
Chase 2016-04-05
"Zany characters, sarcasm,
sizzling sensuality,
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

humor...dragons, passion,
romance and true love abound
in this delightfully entertaining
story."—Romance Junkies for
How to Date a Dragon THE
HEAT IS ON When Rory Arish
and his two fiery dragon
siblings are driven out of their
ancestral Irish home, it seems
their luck has run out—until
they arrive in Boston and find a
paranormal-friendly apartment
building. Finally, Rory has a
place to call home. There's only
one problem: Rory's new lair
has simultaneously been rented
to an infuriating woman who is
as stubborn as she is beautiful
and will not leave 'her'
apartment matter how steamed
he may be... AND SPARKS FLY
Amber McNally is a down-onher-luck flight attendant. She
needs this apartment, and not
even a fire-breathing dragon
with his Irish charm and
scorching good looks is going
to scare her away. Holing up in
their respective corners, a
battle of wills ensues. Who will
be the first to blink...or give in
to their off-the-charts
chemistry and decide to make
this unorthodox living
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arrangement a little more
permanent? Boston Dragons
Series: I Dream of Dragons
(Book 1) My Wild Irish Dragon
(Book 2) Never Dare a Dragon
(Book 3, coming August 2017)
Praise for Ashlyn Chase's
Flirting with Fangs series: "Hot
sex scenes and a breezy tone
with a nice, happily-everafter."—Booklist "Merges the
paranormal and real world
seamlessly... Truly
entertaining."—Long and Short
Reviews
The BEARly Controlled Grizzly
(Bear Clan, 1) - Jenika Snow
2019-06-22
That first time I saw her-my
mate-I'd been ready to kick
some guy's ass for even looking
at her. I made no apologies for
my possessive, territorial side.
I was a grizzly bear shifter,
after all. It was my nature to be
over the top.Bethany hadn't
known what to do at first-being
mated to a shifter-one who was
grouchy and burly and made no
apologies for how rugged he
really was. But she wanted me,
my sweet little human mate
who could have brought a
beast like me to my knees with
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

just a look.I'd wanted nothing
more than to throw her over
my shoulder and take her back
to my lair like a caveman. But I
let her take the lead, even if my
bear wasn't happy, even if the
alpha in me wanted to have my
way with her right then and
there.And I would have my way
with her. All the ways that
counted, in fact.I'd claim her,
mark her, and before it was all
said and done, there'd be no
doubt in anyone's mind that
Bethany was owned by a
grizzly.Warning: Holy moly,
this hero's crazy for his mate,
but who wouldn't want one
OTT alpha bear shifter
obsessed with you? This story
is sweet and sexy, and oh so
very filthy. Of course, you get a
happily ever after ... and a little
somethin'-somethin' at the end
to wrap it up nicely.
Happily Ever After - K. L. Donn
2019-02-11
Ashley Powers was
punished.After spending two
years in prison for assault of
the woman her brother
married, Ashley is full of
remorse and pain. She's
looking to redeem herself,
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build a better life, and show
her family she wasn't a
mistake. Encompassed in a
downward spiral, Ashley isn't
sure how to move on from her
past mistakes until she meets a
man to show her she is
worthy.Declan Hart was
hired.Chasing convicts was
nothing new to Declan. Making
sure they served their time and
justice was served, he wasn't
surprised an old friend asked
him for a favor. Investigate the
girl and find out what she's
hiding. Ashley Powers was
young, spoiled, and full of
life...Or so Declan was told.
The girl he finds is broken and
filled with selfhatred.Attraction leads to
romance, and theirs promised
love. If only Declan can
convince Ashley that she too
deserves her own Happily Ever
After.Newly covered, revised,
and freshly edited, From the
Ashes has been transformed
into HAPPILY EVER AFTER.
Dragon Shattered - Keira
Blackwood
Four dragons, one fate. One
soul shattered, four entwined.
Losing my mate had left me
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

jaded. I never imagined I could
find love again. But all at once,
they walk into my life–three
dragon shifters who stir
emotions I’d long forgotten. I’m
torn, lost, and losing control. I
need a partner, but I can’t
choose between them. If I don’t
decide soon, I could lose
everything I’ve worked so hard
to build. What scares me most,
though, is that all three of them
are dangerously close to
winning my heart. Dragon
Shattered is the first book in a
reverse harem trilogy featuring
one strong female dragon
shifter and the three hot-as-sin
male dragon shifters who win a
place in her company...and in
her bed. additional keywords:
urban fantasy, paranormal
romance, reverse harem,
whychoose romance, city
setting, dragons, shifters,
strong heroine, workplace
romance, security agency
Rebel Dragon - Anna Lowe
2020-08-07
Aloha Shifters: Pearls of
Desire, Book 1Paranormal
romance by Anna Lowe
Wife in the Mail - Marie
Ferrarella 2011-10-17
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WRONG BROTHER Dr. Shayne
Kerrigan thought his brother's
mail-order bride would be
boarding the next flight out of
Alaska once she learned of her
fiance's sudden marriage.
Instead, Sydney Elliot just
picked up her bag, dusted off
her pride, and, with nowhere
else to go, moved into Shayne's
house! RIGHT BRIDE! …And
into the hearts of his two
motherless children. Even
Shayne couldn't stop thinking
about this beautiful,
determined woman who'd
suddenly turned his house into
a home. But when the clock
rang in the New Year, Sydney
would be moving on. Unless
the good doctor could convince
her to trust him and become
his Christmas bride?
Deviant - Natasha Knight
Julien I'm a hit man, an
assassin. A deviant by all
accounts. I never pretended to
be the good guy. She was the
opposite. But the minute she
pulled the curtains back and
saw my face, watched me
screwing the blonde who
happened to be my next mark,
she sealed her own fate. There
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

could be no witnesses, ever.
Imagine my surprise when I
turned up to take care of her
only to find two goons breaking
down her door, weapons in
hand. Turned out she had a
price on her head. Her
stepbrother wanted her and he
wanted her alive. I'd never
been one to pass up an
opportunity to collect the kind
of money he was offering,
especially if I could have some
fun while I was at it. It just
never occurred to me she’d be
anything more than my next
mark. Mia “Curiosity killed the
kitten.” I'll never forget the
look in his eyes when he said
those words. When I watched
them from the window, I didn't
suspect for a moment that he'd
seen me, that he was watching
me back. Not while he was
doing what he was doing to the
woman on her knees before
him. But then she turned up
dead, and he turned up in my
hotel room, waiting for me in
the dark. I didn't think for one
second him being there that
night would save my life. I'd
been on the run for two years,
but my stepbrother had finally
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caught up with me. Or his two
thugs had. Finding out I had a
quarter-of-a-million dollar
bounty on my head convinced
Julien I was more valuable alive
than dead. But to collect it
would mean returning me to
my stepbrother, who had sworn
to make me pay for what I'd
done. Julien was cruel. He was
merciless. He scared the crap
out of me. But there was
something else, something he
never wanted me to see. Inside,
he was broken, like me. My
stepbrother was wrong if he
thought I'd ever let him get his
hands on me again. I had no
intention of allowing that to
happen, even if it meant I'd
have to sleep with the devil to
survive. And I had no doubt
Julien was the devil.
Rescue Bear: Cortez - J.K.
Harper 2020-07-20
★★★★★ "Haley and Cortez's
story is magical." ★★★★★ A
woman on the run... After
Haley's life disastrously
imploded, trusting a man again
is out of the question. Seeking
a fresh start, she lands in the
mountain shifter town of Deep
Hollow, home to the Silvertip
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

grizzly bear clan. When she
meets rowdy bear shifter
Cortez, her life might change
again—if she can allow herself
to trust him. A bear shifter on
the edge... Thrill seeker Cortez
lived life on a risky edge—until
a terrible accident changed
everything. Tormented by his
failure to protect his friends, he
now struggles to control his
troubled inner bear. Then he
meets Haley and faces the
biggest risk of all: opening his
heart to claim the fascinating
woman as his mate. A shifter
town about to join together to
battle unknown enemies. But
when Haley's ugly past catches
up to her, it will take more
than Cortez's protective
instincts and more than her
own untapped inner strength to
face it. It will take an entire
town of wild shifter magic to
unleash the fierce courage
needed to protect everyone's
safety—and to bring together
two hearts destined to belong
to one another. To the reader:
This story is filled with heartpounding romance, pageturning adventure, and some
awesome hawt times. If you
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love big ole grizzly bear
shifters who have a soft spot
for their fated mates, the
charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and
the beautiful power of true love
to always save the day, this
book is for you. Silvertip
Shifters Hunter's Moon:
Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby:
Shane Taming Her Bear:
Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez
Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter
Bear: Slade Christmas Night
Bear: Wyatt Superstar Bear:
Bodhi (coming soon)
Rebel Bear - Anna Lowe
2020-08-07
Aloha Shifters: Pearls of
Desire, Book 2Paranormal
romance by Anna Lowe
Her Dragon Savior - Ava
Hunter 2021-05-31
Dragon-shifter Evair awakens
to an attack and is wounded as
he defends himself. He's drawn
to a beautiful but strong-willed
witch who helps him control his
power and shifting abilities.
But he's much more interested
in finding out how to make her
his. And once he gets a taste of
her, he knows he's never
letting her go. Penelope can't
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

believe the gorgeous dragon
needs her. She's happy to
teach him about the new world
and help him figure out why he
was woken. Love and romance
weren't in the cards. She tries
to fight it, but their bond is
stronger than she realized. Are
they mates? Could he be right?
His flaming kisses and warm
caresses make her hope he is.
A group of poachers is hunting
down Evair's kind. It's a race
against time to get to them
before they kill more of his
people. Love blooms in the
midst of their battles. Their
love will either survive or die
crushed in their war for
survival.
Scent of a Mate - Milly Taiden
2020-04-26
Jordan and Aric An alpha
looking to claim his curvy,
sassy mate is about to learn it's
not as simple as a bite.Mission:
Scent a MateJordan Alvarez
knew that a promise to her
best friend involved staking out
the local wolf pack's scenting
ceremony and recording the
graphic details, but she was
the writer and the only one
with the balls to finish the task.
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No one would know that four
human women had sneaked
proof of their rituals, or at
least, that was the plan until
Aric Wolfe showed up.Mission:
Stake a ClaimAric Wolfe knew
his baby sister was up to
something, and expected her
best friend, Jordan, to be in on
the chaos. He finally had an
opportunity to lay claim to a
mate that had been under his
nose for years. Jordan's scent
called to both the man and the
animal, and he was done
fighting the call of the beast. It
was time to mark his
mate.Mission: Survive an
AlphaWhen a good intention
creates a problem for the Wolfe
family, Jordan finds herself
being stalked by a woman
intent on claiming Aric as her
own. Battle lines will be drawn,
love will be put to the test, and
Aric will have to fight Jordan's
strong personality to keep her
alive. Two alpha hearts seeking
control will either find the
balance or risk losing their love
forever.Mature reader
warning: Adult content
including but not limited to:
Violence and raw sexual
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

language and actions.
Happily Ever Alpha: Until
You're Mine - Jenika Snow
2018-05-24
CoraHe left eight years ago for
the military. That was the
hardest time of my life. Xavier
was the boy who'd sneak into
my bed at night and hold me as
my parents fought in the next
room.My protector.My best
friend.The man I was in love
with.The man I'd saved my
virginity for.And now he was
back home for good. Too much
time had passed. I was done
keeping us in the friend zone. I
wanted him in my life in every
way that counted.So if he
wasn't going to make the first
move then I would, even if it
might ruin what we had.
Because I had to take that
chance.XavierShe was my life,
the very reason I breathed.I
saved my virginity for Cora
because no one else compared.
No one else ever would.It was
time I man up and tell Cora
that she was the only girl I'd
ever loved, that no matter how
much time had passed she'd
been it for me.But how could I
go about doing that when eight
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years had gone by? Admitting
how I felt was hard as hell
seeing as we'd always just been
friends. How could I not cross
any lines and screw up the
relationship we had?Easy. I'd
tell her I loved her and
propose.Warning: Sit back,
relax, and dive into a double
virgin friends-to-lovers
romance that's so sugary sweet
your teeth will ache. Although
it'll tug at your heartstrings,
make no mistake it's as filthy
as can be. A standalone
romance with no drama and
just the juicy bits, this story
features cameo appearances by
Asher, Cash, and Trevor
Mayson from Aurora Rose
Reynolds Until series.
Frost Dragon - Amelia Jade
2016-10-23
Dragon shifter Asher Owens
has just been accepted to the
prestigious Top Scale
Academy. In a world where
shifters are not born with the
instinctual grace of their
animals, it is a supreme honor.
There he will learn how to fly
gracefully, fight with his
animal, and of course, how to
use his breath weapon. If he
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

passes, he could even become
a Guardian, a protector of
Cadia, his home. That is if he
doesn't get expelled for
harboring an illegal human
woman, who has managed to
steal his heart in the
process.Quinn Bryant knew she
wasn't supposed to enter
Cadia. It was shifter territory,
and it was entirely possible
that if she were caught she
would never be seen again. But
the opportunity to get that
elusive picture of shifters
interacting with each other was
too tempting to pass up.Now
hunted and hiding out at the
house of a mysterious dragon
shifter, Quinn has come to
realize she has been so very
wrong about shifters, and one
sexy Frost Dragon in
particular. But when he
discovers her true reason for
being there, Quinn knows she
can no longer stay.Can she
make it out of Cadia alive? Or
will other forces prevent her
and Asher from realizing the
truth behind their blossoming
romance?
The Foxe & the Hound - R. S.
Grey 2017-06-04
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When your life is a hot mess at
twenty, it¿s cute. At twentyseven¿well, not so much. It¿s
just that my lofty
dreams¿making it as a real
estate agent, paying rent on
time, showering daily¿have
stayed just that: dreams. Oh,
and love? I¿ve decided love
might be a little ambitious for
me at the moment. Instead,
I¿ve settled for the two guys
who will never leave me: Ben &
Jerry. That is, until Dr. Adam
Foxe takes up residence as the
town¿s new vet. With his
strong jaw, easy confidence,
and form-fitting scrubs, it¿s not
long before every housewife in
Hamilton is dragging neglected
tomcats in for weekly
checkups. Like everyone else,
I¿m intrigued. Even after I
spoil my chance at a good first
impression, he still offers me a
proposition I can¿t refuse: play
his girlfriend at a family
function and he¿ll hire me as
his real estate agent. Welcome
to love in the 21st century.
Hooked on a Phoenix - Ashlyn
Chase 2018-03-06
LOCKED IN A BANK VAULT
TOGETHER... THEY MIGHT
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

REDEFINE THE MEANING OF
'SAFE' SEX Misty Carlisle
works as a bank teller in
Boston's financial district.
She's had more rotten luck in
her life than most, except when
her childhood crush shows up
to cash his paycheck. Then her
heart races and her mouth
goes dry. Gabe Fierro is a
firefighter—and a phoenix. Like
his brothers, his biggest
challenge is finding a woman
open-minded enough to accept
a shapeshifter into her life.
When his boyhood friend asks
him to watch over his little
sister Misty, he reluctantly
agrees. But when the bank
where she works gets held up,
Gabe does everything he can to
protect her. The two of them
end up locked in the bank's
vault...where things get
steamier than either of them
ever imagined. Readers love
Ashlyn Chase's Boston
Dragons: "This story has it all,
laughter, tears, magic and
sizzling heat."—Night Owl
Reviews, 5 Stars, Top Pick!
"Snarky dialogue and sizzling
heat."—Booklist
The Fighter (BAD Alpha
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Dads) - Reina Torres
2018-03-22
The first rule about owning a
fight club is it's no place for
kids. Even shifters. Cage
Gamble, a Jaguar Shifter in
Sylvan City, owns the first
licensed 'fight club' where men
and shifters could fight in the
ring or the cage. It was a good
life, some work and a lot of
play, until he was called to
England to take custody of his
best friend's daughter. Her
father's sudden passing left her
in Cage's care. He could handle
a berserk bear shifter or a
gorilla full of rage with one
hand, but a moody teenage
lioness? Not so much.Just when
he was nearly ready to string
himself up from the nearest
light post and jump, his old
commanding officer throws
him a lifeline. Maggie Fordice,
the Colonel's once rebellious
daughter, is all grown up and
moving home to Sylvan City.
On paper she was just what he
needed, a teen-whisperer. But
up close and very personal, she
was also what he didn't need.
Whip smart and voluptuous,
she was a woman who could
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

send him up in flames with a
look or a wiggle. Maggie was
ready to light a match and burn
his resistance to the ground,
even when helping him brought
danger to her doorstep. Was
Cage going to fight what he felt
for the fiery woman who lived
across the street? Or was he
going to fight for what they
could have... everything?
Protecting Her - Kira Blakely
2017-06-26
Whoever left this beauty for
dead will fu@king pay! I was
never capable of love. Eternal
bachelor is more accurate.
What rich guy wants to be tied
down? But when I found
Elspeth, injured and alone, I
knew I would never be the
same. I had never seen such
frailty and beauty. My inner
caveman was fu@king roaring.
Now, I have a new purpose.
Destroy whoever did this! I'll
protect her. And the baby
growing inside her. Even
though there's a happily ever
after, this bad boy will have
you begging for more!
Bad Duke - Emily Bishop
2018-03-09
Most dukes settle for Earl Grey
13/19
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and crumpets. Playboy parties
are more my cup of tea. Now,
I've got 30 days to marry or
lose my billion-pound
inheritance. Isabella is my
saving grace, but we hated
each other as teens. The eyes,
the body, the confidence. Quite
the goddess she's become since
high school. Between arguing
and fucking, we must somehow
pretend to be married. Wanting
her to be more than a "fake"
fiancé was never an option.
Needing her wasn't part of the
plan. But when opposing forces
come between us, neither God,
queen, nor country will stop me
from having her.
Drawn to the Alpha - Olivia T
Turner 2019-11-27
I didn't want a mate. Never
have.But when I walked into
that kindergarten classroom
and saw the new
teacher......man, everything
changed.Because the guy who
never needed a girl is suddenly
obsessed with one.My inner
grizzly wants her as our mate.I
want her for everything.And
this firefighting grizzly bear
shifter is ready to burn the
world down to get her.Ready
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

for an alpha who can handle
the heat and likes his girl with
some meat? Carter is a
dominant Over-The-Top grizzly
bear shifter who will have you
howling for more. This is the
second book in the Alphas In
Heat series featuring the bear
shifters from the Blackcloud
Point fire station. Fire-fighting
bear shifters? Yes, please!The
books can be read in any order.
This fireman romance shifter
book is SAFE, with no
cheating, and a furry HEA
guaranteed. Enjoy!
Allison in Wonderland - Ray
Sostre 2017-02
In this parody to the children
story, there's an adult twist an erotic fantasy adventure.
Allison Woodward and her
step-brother, Steve Robbins,
are pulled out of their world
and into separate realms of
Wonderland, where they not
only discover a strange world
but encounter the chilling
events that unfold. What
summons them to Wonderland
will also summon them to fall
in love in an unusual way, and
while that love wouldn't be
explainable in their world, it is
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their only chance to survive
Wonderland, along with the
help of their Wonderland
friends.
Carnal Alpha - Olivia T Turner
2020-04-28
It was love at first growl.I was
drawn to this small Montana
town from across the
country.But trouble was drawn
to me as soon as I stepped into
Blackcloud Point.Luckily, one
of the rugged locals stepped up
to protect me.When I saw
Cameron Bowen I just
knew.Maybe it was the
territorial way he looked at
me.Or, his possessive touch.It
could have been his obsessive
need to protect and keep me
safe.Or, the way he kept calling
me his.He's a true alpha.
Growly, and demanding, and
obsessive, and so
irresistible.And now I'm in a
new sort of trouble.But trouble
has never been so much fun...
The Wealthy Barber - David
Barr Chilton 2002
With Kol - K. L. Donn
2019-04-23
coming soon
Mountain Bear's Baby - J. K.
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Harper 2020-01-06
Silvertip Shifters series Book
2a feel-good Silvertip Shifters
holiday story!★★★★★ "I love J.K.
Harper's stories. They usually
touch me right in the feels and
this one definitely did."***
***"Well written and I didn't
want to put it down!" ★★★★★A
bear shifter who found a fresh
start in life...Rough, tough
grizzly bear shifter Shane
Walker left behind his gritty
fighting past in the city for a
fresh start. Living with his
extended family at the shifteronly Silvertip Lodge in the
beautiful, soothing mountains
of Colorado changed him for
the better. Now it's almost
Christmas, everything is jingly
and bright, and his life is pretty
much perfect.A woman seeking
a safe haven for her bear
shifter son...Until Jessie
McMillan, the passionate threenight stand he also left behind
without saying good-bye,
unexpectedly shows up in town
with a shocking bombshell: her
cute little baby boy is Shane's
son.And a little sprinkle of
holiday magic to create some
lasting joy. Stunned at the
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news, Shane first runs like hell
from the huge reveal that he is
a father. But he must rein in
his wild bear so he doesn't ruin
what might turn out to be the
most joyous holiday he's ever
had: one with his precious son
and the amazing woman who
just might be his mate.To the
reader: This story is filled with
heart-pounding romance, pageturning adventure, and some
awesome hawt times. If you
love big ole grizzly bear
shifters who have a soft spot
for their fated mates, the
charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and
the beautiful power of true love
to always save the day, this
book is for you.Silvertip
ShiftersHunter's Moon:
QuentinMountain Bear's Baby:
ShaneTaming Her Bear:
BeckettRescue Bear:
CortezRanger Bear:
RileyFirefighter Bear: Slade
Superstar Bear: Bodhi (coming
soon)
The Sheriff's Christmas
Surprise - Marie Ferrarella
2010-11-01
The morning after
Thanksgiving, Enrique "Rick"
cadmium-dragon-dragon-guard-of-drakkaris-2

Santiago, the sheriff of
Forever, Texas, opens his front
door and discovers…a baby!
Before he has a chance to say
"who's the mommy" big-city
lawyer Olivia Blayne arrives to
claim the adorable infant. She's
relieved to find her nephew
safe, but is on a desperate
search for her missing sister.
Rick's only too happy to help,
even if he and Olivia instantly
clash. Olivia's high-powered
life is about responsibility—not
laughter, love and holiday joy.
But something about joining
forces with Rick leads her to
realize that there are more
things missing from her life
than her sister. And passion
has its place—even if it is only
temporary. After all, her time
away from her job in Dallas
can't last forever. Or can it?
After all, Christmas is a
wonderful time for surprises!
Stonewing Guardian - Zoe
Chant 2021-10-21
He's her second chance. She's
his last hope. After a
devastating accident,
archaeologist Thea shut herself
away from the world. But now,
there's an incredibly hot guy in
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her office, with an offer that
might just be enough to drag
her back into the field. He's
either crazy... or an entire
secret race of magical
shapeshifters desperately
needs her help. Time is running
out for gargoyle shifter Mace.
His people are in grave danger,
and their only hope is a lost
Viking amulet... and the brave,
smart, emotionally scarred
woman who might just be his
mate. But if this is going to
work, he'll have to trust a
human with his people's
greatest secret... ... and she'll
have to trust him with her
heart. Filled with action,
romance, and heart, Stonewing
Guardian takes you back to the
gargoyle shifter sanctuary of
Stonegarden on the beautiful
Newfoundland coast. One-click
today!
Until Arsen - K. L. Donn
2018-03-19
Love is a novel
creature.Mysterious, heart
pounding, like smoke on the
wind.We find it, only to lose
it.Until Arsen Daniels...Marina
Parks didn't think she'd ever
have it.
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Megan's Marriage - Annette
Broadrick 2011-07-15
MAN OF THE MONTH MR.
FEBRUARY The eager groom:
Travis Kane, former
heartbreaker of the county The
very reluctant bride: Megan
O'Brien, hardest-working
woman in Texas The too-goodto-be-true proposal: Marry him,
and save the ranch The only
thing stopping Travis Kane
from getting what he wanted
was Megan's stubborn pride.
Although he'd loved her since
the day he first pulled her
pigtails in the schoolyard,
Megan had resisted him at
every turn! Heck, she didn't
even want his help in rescuing
the family homestead. Well,
this cowboy never met a
challenge he didn't like.
Because once Megan walked
down the aisle, Travis wouldn't
let her get away…. MAN OF
THE MONTH: He's finally tying
the knot—and marrying a
DAUGHTER OF TEXAS!
Mr. Beast Owns Beauty - Q.
Zayne
A dutiful daughter, tightly
closed as a rosebud. A cursed,
obsessed prince. In the
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enchanted woods, no one will
hear her scream. Beware: This
dark fairy tale passion has
claws. When a royal recluse
demands a man’s treasured
daughter as payment, his curvy
captive transforms him. His
aggressive courtship outrages
Belle, but he needs her to
break the curse that made him
a lonely lion-man. Unless he
wins her heart, they’ll both
remain prisoners in his remote
castle. Only virginal Belle’s
love can save their lives. Note:
Mr. Beast Owns Beauty is a
standalone 29,000-word
novella, with an HEA, no
cliffhanger. This New Adult
dark fantasy is rated 18+ for
language and high-heat scenes.
The tale includes Mr. Beast’s
point of view as well as Belle’s.
Mr. Beast Owns Beauty was
inspired by one of the earliest
versions of the original fairy
tale. Frequent top-selling
author Q. Zayne has published
more than fifty edgy books, and
is celebrating more than a year
of traveling the Yucatan.
Zayne's fiction celebrates sex,
BDSM, dominant alphas
claiming curvy women, ESP,
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fated love, ancient lore, and
magic. Adventurous reader, get
your copy to enjoy a werelion's
love that culminates in hot
defloration and making the
royal heir!
Bear in a Bookshop - Zoe
Chant 2019-08-03
He's all wrong for her. So why
do his arms feel so right? When
shy bookworm Melody
daydreamed about her perfect
man, "must love books" topped
the list. She never dreamed of
someone like Gunnar blowing
into her neatly alphabetized
and indexed world to turn it
upside down. Finding out that
her one true mate is an ex-con
with a grade school education
must be fate's idea of a cruel
joke. Never mind that his
kisses make her swoon and his
touch turns her traitorous
knees to jelly ... Sent to prison
for a crime he didn't commit,
Gunnar is six and a half feet of
gruff, dyslexic, tattooed bear
shifter ex-con hiding a gentle
heart. He knows he could be
the man Melody deserves, if
only she'll let him unleash the
passionate woman hidden
underneath her sexy librarian
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cardigans. But with danger
from both their pasts closing in
fast, Gunnar is running out of
time to prove to Melody that a
good girl and a guy from the
wrong side of the tracks just
might be able to write their
own happy ending. A sweet and
funny paranormal romance
building to a thrilling climax,
#3 in the Bodyguard Shifters
series. All books in the series
are standalones with a
guaranteed HEA, and can be
read in any order.
Alpha Defender - Terry
Bolryder 2015-03-11
Pet Rescue Panther - Zoe
Chant 2019-07-30
What's hotter than a sexy man
holding an adorable kitten? A
sexy, protective panther shifter
cop holding five adorable
kittens! Curvy cat-rescue
volunteer Tessa Davelos can't
fix her wounded soul, so she's
out to save the world instead,
one kitten at a time. But when
her tragic past comes back to
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haunt her in the form of an
unstoppable dragon assassin, a
drop-dead gorgeous cop
cruises through the door of the
cat shelter and into her broken
heart ... Ben Keegan knows his
panther can't fight a dragon
and survive. But he doesn't
care, not with Tessa in harm's
way. She's his mate, whether
she'll believe it or not, and any
dragon that wants to hurt her
is going to have to go through
Ben first. A fast-paced and
funny paranormal romance
featuring a hot, protective
hero, a heroine learning to
open her heart to love, and
enough cute kittens to make
your heart melt!
Daughters of Texas - Annette
Broadrick 1999-12-24
Three delightful romantic
novels journey to the Lone Star
State to chronicle the three
O'Brien sistersMegan, Mollie,
and Maribethas they search for
love in Megan's Marriage,
Instant Mommy, and The
Groom, I Presume? Reprint.
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